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One-click access to 
the most highly 

used features



Improved instructor experience 
Mastering empowers you to reach every student with trusted content, personalized 

learning, and powerful course management tools. Now, with a new design and simplified 

course home, these resources are easier to access and take advantage of for both you and 

your students.

● Course Home:  One-click access 
to assignments, the gradebook, 
and high-level analytics—the most 
commonly used items in 
Mastering

● Assignment Overview: 
Streamlined scoring and 
analytics showing the most 
important data at a glance

● Item Library: Redesigned item 
library with automatic filtering 
and easier visibility into the 
assignment as it’s being built
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Instructor course home
Easy access to the most used 
parts of Mastering

● Quick links to common getting 
started activities for New 
courses and Copied courses

● Assignment cards with score 
and completion data for the 
most recently completed 
assignment and the next due

● Easy access to other 
important tools such as 
Announcements and Learning 
Catalytics.
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Instructor Assignment Overview
Insight at a glance into what 
students are struggling with so 
you can make adjustments to 
address knowledge gaps.

● Overview and Summary view 
are now combined into one 
view

● Score information displayed 
for assignment and items 

● Completion data displayed for 
assignment and items

● Customize the summary table 
to see system-wide data 
alongside your course data
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Instructor item library
Improved visibility into content and assignments as they’re in progress

● Streamlined Filters with automatic filtering (no more clicking “Apply!”)
● “Cart” to see at-a-glance the number of items in your assignment
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Easy Course 
Set Up with 

LMS integration



Easy course set up
Modified Mastering provides the same teaching and learning experience 
instructors and students count on from Mastering, with the added benefits of LMS 
integration and temporary access for students. 

With temporary access, Pearson provides students with free access to Modified 
Mastering for 14 days to ensure students do not fall behind while waiting for 
financial aid. Student scores flow into the gradebook seamlessly during the 
temporary access and paid access periods for a smooth transition into the 
semester.

To make the transition to Modified Mastering easy, instructors can copy adjusted 
course dates from a previous Mastering course when setting up a new Modified 
Mastering course. 
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Deep linking for Canvas integrations
Mastering now offers deep linking for both Blackboard Learn and Canvas Integrations. 
Instructors who sync grades from Mastering to Canvas will now be able to deploy links 
from the Canvas modules section to launch directly to a Mastering assignment. Students 
will also be able to click the “Assignments” link in Canvas to directly open the Mastering 
assignment.
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Helping Students 
Focus on What 

Matters



Streamlined student experience
To keep students focused and organized on what’s important, Mastering items in 
assignments will now open in the same window.
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Available in both the web and mobile versions of 
Pearson eText, online and offline, Study Tools help 
students learn key terms using flashcards, 
multiple-choice questions, and fill-in-the blank activities.  

Now personalized and adaptive!

✓ Once a student masters a term, it no longer 
appears in Practice; these adaptive capabilities allow 
students to  focus on what they still need to learn.
✓ Students see their progress after each Practice 
session, allowing them to track how they’re doing and 
encouraging them to continue to engage with the 
materials.
✓ Students can save terms they want to revisit with 
one click (of a star).

A more personalized eText
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Newly designed Notebook 
You and your students can create notes independent of eText highlights, making 
the Notebook a one-stop shop for everything students want to remember and 
everything you want to share with them.

Student can now 
manage notes their 
way. Notes may 
also be filtered by 
chapter or by 
highlight label type 
(e.g., Shared Note 
from Instructor, 
Questions, Main 
Ideas).



New Interactive 
Content



MyDietAnalysis for Mastering Health
Mastering Health now includes access to MyDietAnalysis, the diet and activity tracking 
tool powered by ESHA Research, Inc. at no additional cost. Now, students taking Personal 
Health or Fitness & Wellness courses will be able to analyze their daily nutrient intake and 
physical activities on any device. They can choose from a list of nearly 50,000 foods, add 
their own items, and even create recipes.
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MapMaster 2.0
Mastering Geography, Geology, Oceanography, and Meteorology will include MapMaster 
2.0 assignments, a powerful tool that presents assignable layered thematic and place 
name interactive maps at world and regional scales for students to test their geographic 
literacy and spatial reasoning skills .
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Flashcards for Mastering A&P
Mastering A&P has complete Anatomy questions 
to be used in conjunction with the app as well as 
the release of PAL 3.1, which allows students to 
review the most common lab specimens, when 
they are home, on the bus, anywhere, any time.
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